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On Brownian motion on the plane with
membranes on rays with a common endpoint
Olga V. Aryasova, Andrey Yu. Pilipenko1
Abstract
We consider a Brownian motion on the plane with semipermeable
membranes on n rays that have a common endpoint in the origin. We
obtain the necessary and sufficient conditions for the process to reach the
origin and we show that the probability of hitting the origin is equal to
zero or one.
Introduction
Let c1, . . . , cn be given rays in R
2 such that they share a common
endpoint. Suppose polar coordinates in R2 are denoted by (r, ϕ), r ≥
0, ϕ ∈ [0, 2pi) and
ck = {(r, ϕ) : r ≥ 0, ϕ = ϕk},
where 0 ≤ ϕk < 2pi, ϕj 6= ϕk, j 6= k, j, k ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
Let nk, k = 1, . . . , n, denote the unit vector normal to ck that
points anticlockwise and let vk be a vector in R
2 such that (vk, nk) =
1. The angle between nk and vk denoted by θk ∈ (−pi2 , pi2 ) is referred
to as a positive if and only if vk points towards the origin. The case
of n = 5, θ1 > 0, θ2 > 0 is shown in Figure 1.
Let γk, k = 1, . . . , n, be a real constant such that |γk| ≤ 1.
Consider the stochastic differential equation in R2
dx(t) = dw(t) +
n∑
k=1
γkvkdL
ck
x (t) (1)
with initial condition x(0) = x0, x0 ∈ R2.
In this equation (w(t))t≥0 is a Wiener process in R
2, (Lckx (t))t≥0
is a local time of the process (x(t))t≥0 at the ray ck, and it is defined
by the formula
Lckx (t) = lim
ε↓0
1
2ε
∫ t
0
1IAkε (x(s))ds, (2)
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Figure 1.
where Akε = {x ∈ R2 : ∃y ∈ ck, s ∈ [−1, 1] such that x = y + εsnk}.
The solution of this equation can be regarded as a Wiener process
in R2 skewing on the rays c1, . . . , cn until the time it reaches the
origin (see Section 1). The skew on ck is defined by γk being a
coefficient of permeability. When γk is equal to 1 we have a Wiener
process reflecting instantaneously at ck in the direction of vk. If γk
is equal to −1 the process reflects at ck in the direction of −vk. If
γk ∈ (−1, 1) a semipermeable membrane is on ck.
The aim of the investigation is to show that the process hits the
origin, when starting away from it, with probability zero or one. We
obtain an explicit expression in variables θ1, . . . , θn, γ1, . . . , γn, ξ1, . . . , ξn
whose sign this probability depends on.
The case of the wedge (two rays) with reflection on its sides
was studied by Varadhan and Williams [1]. They proved (in our
notation) that the process does not reach the origin if θ1 − θ2 ≤ 0
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and does reach the origin if θ1 − θ2 > 0. In this case our result
coincides with that of Varadhan and Williams (see Example 2).
1. Construction of the process
In this Section we build the process which is a solution of equation
(1) up to the time it hits the origin.
Conventionally, we put ϕnl+k = ϕk, cnl+k = ck, γnl+k = γk, k =
1, . . . , n, l ∈ N. Define ξk = ϕk+1 − ϕk. Let Sk = {(r, ϕ) : r >
0, ϕk ≤ ϕ ≤ ϕk+1}, k = 1, . . . , n, be the wedge ck0ck+1. Let ϕ1 = 0.
Remark 1. Without loss of generality we can assume that ξk ≤
pi, k = 1, . . . , n. Indeed, otherwise we can introduce additional ray
cad = {(r, ϕ) : r ≥ 0, ϕ = pi},
and put γad = 0.
So, throughout this Section we assume ξk ≤ pi/2, k = 1, . . . , n.
Lemma 1. Given x0 ∈ R2, there exists a unique strong solution of
the equation (1) up to the first time of hitting the origin.
Proof. (i) The process (x(t))t≥0 is an ordinary Wiener process up to
the first time of hitting one of the rays c1, . . . , cn . Define
τ1 = inf {t ≥ 0 : x(t) ∈ cj1 for some j1 ∈ {1, . . . , n}} .
Without loss of generality, let x(τ1) ∈ c1. Until the process reaches
another ray only the local time at the ray c1 can increase. Put
τ2 = inf {t > τ1 : x(t) ∈ cj2 for some j2 ∈ {1, . . . , n}, j2 6= j1} .
Then for all t < τ2 equation (1) has the form
dx1(t) = dw1(t)− γ1 tan θ1dLc1x (t), (3)
dx2(t) = dw2(t) + γ1dL
c1
x (t), (4)
where (x1(t), x2(t)) are the cartesian coordinates of the process (x(t))t≥0,
(w1(t))t≥0 and (w2(t))t≥0 are independent one-dimensional Wiener
processes. Note that by Remark 1
Lc1x (t) = L
0
x2
(t) := lim
ε↓0
1
2ε
∫ t
0
1I[−ε,ε](x2(s))ds, t ≤ τ2,
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where (L0x2(t))t≥0 is a usual local time of the process (x2(t))t≥0 at
zero. There exists a unique strong solution of equation (4) (cf.[4]).
Substitution of solution to (4) into (3) allows us to get the solution
of the latter. Hence we have proved existence and uniqueness of
solution to equation (1) up to the time τ2.
(ii) Put for m ≥ 2
τm = inf {t > τm−1 : x(t) ∈ cjm for some jm ∈ {1, . . . , n}, jm 6= jm−1} .
Assume x(τ2) ∈ c2. Then for τ2 ≤ t < τ3, the equation (1) has the
form
dx1(t) = dw1(t)− γ2 sin(ξ1 + θ2)
cos θ2
dLc2x (t), (5)
dx2(t) = dw2(t) + γ2
cos(ξ1 + θ2)
cos θ2
dLc2x (t). (6)
We do the clockwise rotation of coordinates defined by the formulas
x′1 = x1 cos ξ1 + x2 sin ξ1,
x′2 = −x1 sin ξ1 + x2 cos ξ1.
(7)
This map takes the ray c2 to the ray c1, i.e. c
′
2 = c1. Moreover, it
preserves the angles. Using the Ito formula we get the stochastic
differential equations
dx′1(t) = dw
′
1(t)− γ2 tan θ2dLc
′
2
x′ (t), (8)
dx′2(t) = dw
′
2(t) + γ2dL
c′2
x′(t), (9)
which holds true for τ2 ≤ t < τ3. Here w′1(t) = cos ξ1dw1(t) +
sin ξ1dw2(t), t ≥ 0, and w′2(t) = − sin ξ1dw1(t)+cos ξ1dw2(t), t ≥ 0,
are independent one-dimensional Wiener processes as a square inte-
grable martingales with characteristics t. By the arguments similar
to those of (i) there exists a unique strong solution to equations (8)
and (9) for τ2 ≤ t < τ3. It means, because the inverse transformation
exists, that the equations (5) and (6) has a unique strong solution
for τ2 ≤ t < τ3. The case of x(τ2) ∈ cn can be treated analogously.
Thus we have built a strong solution to equation (1) up to the time
τ3 and proved the uniqueness of it.
(iii) Repeating this procedure of localization of equation (1) we
build a solution to (1) up to the time ζ = limm→∞ τm. It is easily
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seen that the process (x(t))t≥0 does not reach infinity in finite time
a.s. and does not intersect any ring a < |x| < b, 0 < a < b, x ∈ R2,
infinitely many times on [0, T ]. So, ζ = +∞ or x(ζ−) = 0.
2. Coordinate transformation and change of time
As above, we assume that ξk ≤ pi/2, k = 1, . . . , n.
To investigate the value of probability Px0{ζ < ∞} we make
certain transformations of the process.
Let us change coordinates by the formulas
x˜1 = − ln
√
x21 + x
2
2 = − ln r,
x˜2 = ϕ,
where
r cosϕ = x1,
r sinϕ = x2.
Therefore,
x1 = e
−x˜1 cos x˜2, (10)
x2 = e
−x˜1 sin x˜2. (11)
The Jacobian matrix of this transformation is
∂(x˜1, x˜2)
∂(x1, x2)
=
(
∂(x1, x2)
∂(x˜1, x˜2)
)−1
=
[−ex˜1 cos x˜2 −ex˜1 sin x˜2
−ex˜1 sin x˜2 ex˜1 cos x˜2
]
.
Moreover, ∆x˜1 = ∆x˜2 = 0.
The image of the ray ck, k = 1, . . . , n, under this map is the
straight-line
c˜k = {(x˜1, x˜2) : x˜1 ∈ R, x˜2 = ϕk}.
Clearly, the image of Sk is the strip S˜k = {(x˜1, x˜2) : x˜1 ∈ R, ϕk ≤
x˜2 ≤ ϕk+1}. As above we put ϕnl+k = ϕk, c˜nl+k = c˜k, k = 1, . . . , n, l ∈
N.
Note that if the function f is twice continuously differentiable on
R
2 \ {0}, then by the Ito formula
df(x(t)) = (∇f, dw(t))+
n∑
k=1
γk(∇f, vk)dLckx (t)+
1
2
∆f(x(t))dt, t < ζ.
(12)
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So
dx˜1(t) = −ex˜1(t)(cos x˜2(t)dw1(t) + sin x˜2(t)dw2(t))−
−ex˜1(t)
n∑
k=1
γk (vk1 cos x˜2(t) + vk2 sin x˜2(t)) dL
ck
x (t), t < ζ,
(13)
where (vk1, vk2) are the cartesian coordinates of the vector vk. As
easily seen, vk1 = − sin(ϕk+θk)cos θk , vk2 =
cos(ϕk+θk)
cos θk
.The process (Lckx (t))t≥0
increases only at those moments of time when x˜ ∈ c˜k and, conse-
quently, x˜2 = ϕk. Besides, the process w˜1(t) = − cos x˜2(t)dw1(t) −
sin x˜2(t)dw2(t), t ≥ 0, is a Wiener process as a square integrable
martingale with its characteristic being equal to t. Thus, we can
rewrite the equation (13) as follows
dx˜1(t) = e
x˜1(t)dw˜1(t) + e
x˜1(t)
n∑
k=1
γk tan θkdL
ck
x (t). (14)
By analogy,
dx˜2(t) = e
x˜1(t)dw˜2(t) + e
x˜1(t)
n∑
k=1
γkdL
ck
x (t), (15)
where w˜2(t) = cos x˜2(t)dw2(t) − sin x˜2(t)dw1(t), t ≥ 0, is a one-
dimensional Wiener process independent of the process (w˜1(t))t≥0.
From (14), (15) we get the equation
dx˜(t) = ex˜1(t)dw˜(t) + ex˜1(t)
n∑
k=1
γkv˜kdL
ck
x (t), (16)
where w˜(t) = (w˜1(t), w˜2(t)), t ≥ 0; v˜k = (tan θk, 1), k = 1, . . . , n.
We emphasize that Lckx is not a local time of the process x˜ but
that of the process x. Let us give a form of equation (16) that
involves Lc˜kx˜ being a local time of the process x˜ at the line c˜k instead
of Lckx , k = 1, . . . , n.
To do this we make use of the following lemma.
Lemma 2. Let u(t), t ∈ [0, T ], be a continuous function on [0, T ]
such that for all t ∈ [0, T ] there exists a limit
lim
ε↓0
1
2ε
∫ t
0
1I[−ε,ε](u(s))ds =: L(t).
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Suppose f is a continuous function on [0, T ] with positive values,
g(s, ε) is a function on [0, T ]× [0, T ] with non-negative values such
that g(s, ε)/ε→ f(s) as ε ↓ 0 uniformly in s. Then for all t ∈ [0.T ]
lim
ε↓0
1
2ε
∫ t
0
1I[−g(s,ε),g(s,ε)](u(s))ds =
∫ t
0
f(s)dL(s).
Proof. (i) The statement of Lemma is easily justified for g(s, ε) =
ε1I[a,b](s), where a, b are constant, 0 ≤ a < b, and, consequently, it
is true for linear combinations of such functions.
(ii) Let fn
¯
, f¯n be sequences of piecewise constant functions on
[0, T ] such that fn
¯
≤ f ≤ f¯n and fn
¯
→ f, f¯n → f as n → ∞
uniformly. By (i) we have∫ t
0
fn
¯
(s)dL(s) = lim
ε↓0
1
2ε
∫ t
0
1I[−εfn
¯
(s),εfn
¯
(s)](u(s))ds ≤
≤ lim
ε↓0
1
2ε
∫ t
0
1I[−εf(s),εf(s)](u(s))ds ≤ lim
ε↓0
1
2ε
∫ t
0
1I[−εf(s),εf(s)](u(s))ds ≤
≤ lim
ε↓0
1
2ε
∫ t
0
1I[−εf¯n(s),εf¯n(s)](u(s))ds =
∫ t
0
f¯n(s)dL(s).
Passing to the limit as n→∞ we get
lim
ε↓0
1
2ε
∫ t
0
1I[−εf(s),εf(s)](u(s))ds =
∫ t
0
f(s)dL(s).
(iii) Since g(s,ε)
ε
→ f(s) as ε ↓ 0 uniformly in s ∈ [0, T ], then for
each t ∈ [0, T ], δ > 0 there exists εδ > 0 such that for all ε < εδ the
inequalities
ε(1− δ)f(s) ≤ g(s, ε) ≤ ε(1 + δ)f(s)
hold for all s ∈ [0, t]. Similarly to (ii) we have
(1− δ)
∫ t
0
f(s)dL(s) ≤ lim
ε↓0
1
2ε
∫ t
0
1I[−g(s,ε),g(s,ε)](u(s))ds ≤
≤ lim
ε↓0
1
2ε
∫ t
0
1I[−g(s,ε),g(s,ε)](u(s))ds ≤ (1 + δ)
∫ t
0
f(s)dL(s).
Letting δ ↓ 0 we obtain the statement of the Lemma.
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Now let us express Lc˜kx˜ in term of L
ck
x .
Lemma 3. The process
Lc˜kx˜ (t) =
∫ t
0
e−x˜1(s)dLckx (s), t ≤ ζ,
is a local time of the process (x˜(t))t≥0 on the straight-line c˜k.
Proof. Let k = 1. According to (11)
Lc˜1x˜ (t) = lim
ε↓0
1
2ε
∫ t
0
1I[−ε,ε](x˜2(s))ds =
= lim
ε↓0
1
2ε
∫ t
0
1I[−e−x˜1(s) sin ε,e−x˜1(s) sin ε]1I{cos x˜2(s)>0}(e
−x˜1(s) sin x˜2(s))ds =
= lim
ε↓0
1
2ε
∫ t
0
1I[−e−x˜1(s) sin ε,e−x˜1(s) sin ε](x2(s))ds =
=
∫ t
0
e−x˜1(s)dLc1x (s).
The last equality follows from Lemma 2. This proves Lemma 3 in
the case of k = 1. The statement of Lemma for k = 2, . . . , n, can
be obtained analogously.
Using this Lemma we get the form of equation (16) involving
only the process x˜ as follows
dx˜(t) = ex˜1(t)dw˜(t) + e2x˜1(t)
n∑
k=1
γkv˜kdL
c˜k
x˜ (t). (17)
Let us make a change of time. Put A(t) =
∫ t
0
e2x˜1(s)ds, t < ζ,
and denote η =
∫ ζ
0
e2x˜1(s)ds. Define the process
xˆ(t) = x˜(A−1(t)), t ≤ η,
where
A−1(t) = inf{s :
∫ s
0
e2x˜1(u)du ≥ t}.
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The equation (17) implies the stochastic integral equation
x˜(A−1(t)) = x˜(0) +
∫ A−1(t)
0
ex˜1(s)dw˜(t)+
+
n∑
k=1
γkv˜k
∫ A−1(t)
0
e2x˜1(s)dLc˜kx˜ (s), t ≤ η.
(18)
Similarly to [5], Theorem 7.2, it can be proved that the process
wˆ(t) =
∫ A−1(t)
0
ex˜1(s)dw˜(s) is a Wiener process in R2 up to the time
η.
Lemma 4. The process
Lc˜kxˆ (t) =
∫ A−1(t)
0
e2x˜1(s)dLc˜kx˜ (s), t ≤ η,
is a local time of the process (xˆ(t))t<η on the straight-line c˜k.
Proof. For k = 1 we have
Lc˜1xˆ (t) = lim
ε↓0
1
2ε
∫ t
0
1I[−ε,ε](xˆ2(s))ds =
= lim
ε↓0
1
2ε
∫ t
0
1I[−ε,ε](x˜2(A
−1(s)))ds =
= lim
ε↓0
1
2ε
∫ A−1(t)
0
1I[−ε,ε](x˜2(s))e
2x˜1(s)ds =
=
∫ A−1(t)
0
e2x˜1(s)dLc˜1x˜ (s).
The cases of k = 2, . . . , n can be treated analogously.
Thus using (18) we get the stochastic differential equation for the
process (xˆ(t))t<η as follows
dxˆ(t) = dwˆ(t) +
n∑
k=1
γkv˜kdL
c˜k
xˆ (t). (19)
Remark 2. The process (xˆ(t))t<η is a continuous Markov one as a
result of the random change of time for the Markov process (x˜(t))t≥0
which is continuous (cf. [2]). So, either xˆ(t) is defined for all t ≥ 0 or
9
limt→η− |xˆ(t)| =∞. It is easy to see that any solution to SDE (19)
does not blow up in finite time a.s. Moreover, in the next Section
we will show that ELc˜kxˆ2(t) <∞ for each t ≥ 0 (see (22)). Then, by
(19), the trajectories of xˆ(t) do not reach infinity in finite time a.s.
Thus the process xˆ(t) is defined for all t ≥ 0, i.e. P{η =∞} = 1.
3. Ergodic behavior of some Markov chain re-
lated to the Brownian motion with membranes.
For k ∈ N, let pk = 1+γk2 , qk = 1−γk2 . Recall that ξk = ϕk+1 −
ϕk, τm, m ∈ N, is defined in the proof of Lemma 1. Put ξ0 := ξn.
The process xˆ2(t) behaves on (τm, τm+1), m = 1, 2, . . . , as an or-
dinary skew Brownian motion with skewing at the point xˆ2(τm) ∈
{ϕ1, . . . , ϕn} (Fig. 2). The skew Brownian motion is a strong
Markov process as a continuous Feller process (cf. [2], Theorem
3.10). This yields (xˆ2(τm))m≥1 form a homogeneous Markov chain
with the phase space {ϕ1, . . . , ϕn} and the transition matrix

0 p˜1 0 . . . . 0 q˜1
q˜2 0 p˜2 0 . . 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0 . . 0 q˜n−1 0 p˜n−1
p˜n 0 . . 0 q˜n 0

 ,
where
p˜k = Pϕk
{
xˆ2(σϕk−1 ∧ σϕk+1) = ϕk+1
}
, q˜k = 1− p˜k,
σa = inf{t ≥ 0 : xˆ2(t) = a}.
One can see (cf. [3], Ch. 3) that, for k = 1, . . . , n,
p˜k =
pkξk−1
pkξk−1 + qkξk
, (20)
q˜k =
qkξk
pkξk−1 + qkξk
, . (21)
Now we find Mk := EϕkL
ϕk
xˆ2
(σϕk−1 ∧σϕk+1). Equation (19) implies
Eϕk xˆ2(σϕk−1 ∧ σϕk+1) = ϕk + γkEϕkLc˜kxˆ2(σϕk−1 ∧ σϕk+1).
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Using (20),(21) we get
Mk =
ξk−1ξk
pkξk−1 + qkξk
. (22)
3.1. Assume 0 < pk < 1, k = 1, . . . , n. The Markov chain
(xˆ2(τm))m≥1 is irreducible and all of its states are positive-recurrent.
This implies the existence of a unique invariant distribution (pi1, . . . , pin)
which is the solution to the following system of equations
pik = pik−1p˜k−1 + pik+1q˜k+1, k = 2, . . . , n− 1, (23)
pi1 = pinp˜n + pi2q˜2, (24)
n∑
k=1
pik = 1. (25)
Let us find it out. We can rewrite the equation (23) in the form
pik(p˜k + q˜k) = pik−1p˜k−1 + pik+1q˜k+1, k = 2, . . . , n− 1.
This implies the equality
pik+1q˜k+1 − pikp˜k = pikq˜k − pik−1p˜k−1
valid for k = 2, . . . , n− 1. Put
C := pik+1q˜k+1 − pikp˜k, k = 1, . . . , n− 1. (26)
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Let k = 1. Then from (26) we have
pi2 = C
1
q˜2
+ pi1
p˜1
q˜2
. (27)
Put k = 2 in (26). Taking into account (27) we obtain
pi3 = C
(
1
q˜3
+
p˜2
q˜2q˜3
)
+ pi1
p˜1p˜2
q˜2q˜3
.
Finally by recursion we arrive at the formula
pik = C
(
1
q˜k
+
p˜k−1
q˜k−1q˜k
+ · · ·+ p˜2 · . . . · p˜k−1
q˜2 · . . . · q˜k
)
+ pi1
p˜1 · . . . · p˜k−1
q˜2 · . . . · q˜k
justified for k = 2, . . . , n.
Substituting this expression for pin in the equality
pi1q˜1 − pinp˜n = C,
which is a simple consequence of (24), we get
pi1 =
1 + r˜n + r˜n−1r˜n + · · ·+ r˜2 · . . . · r˜n
q˜1(1− r˜1 · . . . · r˜n) C, if p˜1 ·. . .· p˜n 6= q˜1 ·. . .· q˜n,
where r˜k =
p˜k
q˜k
, k = 1, 2, . . . , n. Note that p˜1 · . . . · p˜n 6= q˜1 · . . . · q˜n if
and only if p1 · . . . · pn 6= q1 · . . . · qn. Taking into account that we
can chose the ray c˜1 in an arbitrary way, we get for k = 1, 2, . . . , n
pik =
1 + r˜k−1 + r˜k−2r˜k−1 + · · ·+ r˜1 · . . . · r˜k−1r˜k+1 · . . . · r˜n
q˜k(1− r˜1 · . . . · r˜n) C,
if p1 · . . . · pn 6= q1 · . . . · qn,
One can find the value of C by substitution of the last formula
into (25). Computations lead to the formula
pik = C1βk, (28)
where
βk =
∑n−1
j=0 qk+1 · . . . · qk+jpk+j+1 · . . . · pn+k−1ξk+1 · . . . · ξk+jξk+j · . . . · ξn+k−2∏n
i=1, i 6=k(piξi−1 + qiξi)
,
C1 = 1/
n∑
k=1
βk.
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If p1 · . . . · pn = q1 · . . . · qn, it is easy to see that
pi1 =
1
1 + p˜1
q˜2
+ p˜1p˜2
q˜2q˜3
+ · · ·+ p˜1·...·p˜n−1
q˜2·...·q˜n
,
pik = pi1
p˜1 · . . . · p˜k−1
q˜2 · . . . · q˜k , k = 2, . . . , n.
(29)
Now suppose 0 < pk ≤ 1, k = 1, . . . , n, or 0 ≤ pk < 1, k =
1, . . . , n. It is easy to check that formula (28) has no singularities in
this case.
Thus we have proved the following statement
Lemma 5. Let, for k = 1, . . . , n, 0 ≤ pk < 1 or let, for k =
1, . . . , n, 0 < pk ≤ 1. Then there exists a unique invariant distribu-
tion (pik)
n
k=1 of the Markov chain (xˆ2(τm))m≥1.
If p1 · . . . · pn 6= q1 · . . . · qn this invariant distribution is given by
formula (28), k = 1, . . . , n.
If p1 · . . . · pn = q1 · . . . · qn the invariant distribution is given by
formula (29), k = 1, . . . , n.
Remark 3. The method of finding the invariant distribution was
proposed by Professor Alexey Kulik.
Now partial cases when some of pk are equal to 0 and some of
them are equal to 1 are left unattended. We consider them in Sub-
sections 3.3, 3.4.
3.2. Further on we make use of the following well-known result.
Given a homogeneous Markov chain with state space {0,1,. . . , N}
and transition matrix

0 1 0 . . . . . . . . . 0
x1 0 y1 0 . . . 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0 . . . 0 xN−1 0 yN−1
0 . . . . . . 0 1 0

 ,
where 0 < xi < 1, 0 < yi < 1, i = 1, . . . , N − 1.
As is known there exists a unique invariant distribution
{fi}Ni=0 = {f(x1, . . . , xN−1, y1, . . . , yN−1, N)}Ni=0
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where
f0 =
1
1 + 1
x1
+ y1
x1x2
+ · · ·+ y1·...·yN−2
x1·...·xN−1
+ y1·...·yN−1
x1·...·xN−1
, (30)
f1 =
1
x1
f0, (31)
fi =
y1 · . . . · yi−1
x1 · . . . · xi f0, i = 2, . . . , N − 1, (32)
fN = yN−1fN−1. (33)
3.3. Suppose pk0 = 1, pk1 = · · · = pkl = 0, , k0, k1, . . . , kl ∈
{1, . . . , n}, and 0 < pk < 1, k ∈ {1, . . . , n}\{k0, k1, . . . , kl}.Without
loss of generality we may assume that k0 < k1 < · · · < kl. Then the
Markov chain (xˆ2(τm))m≥1 has a unique communicating positive-
recurrent class {ϕk0, ϕk0+1, . . . , ϕk1}. All other states are transient.
So there exists a unique invariant distribution (pik)
n
k=1. Besides, it
is not difficult to verify that
pik = 0, 1 ≤ k < k0 or k1 < k ≤ n,
pik0+i = fi(q˜k0+1, . . . , q˜k1−1, p˜k0+1, . . . , p˜k1−1, k1 − k0),
i = 0, 1, . . . , k1 − k0.
where fi, i = 0, 1, . . . , k1 − k0, is defined by formulas (30) – (33).
The case of pk0 = 0 and 0 < pk ≤ 1, k ∈ {1, . . . , n} \ {k0} can be
treated analogously.
3.4. Suppose there exist k1, k2, . . . , k2l ∈ {1, . . . , n}, k1 < k2 <
· · · < k2l, such that pk1 = pk3 = · · · = pk2l−1 = 1, pk2 = pk4 = · · · =
pk2l = 0, and 0 < pk < 1, k2j−1 < k < k2j , j = 1, . . . , l. Then each
of the classes {ϕk1 , ϕk1+1, . . . , ϕk2}, . . . , {ϕk2l−1 , ϕk2l−1+1, . . . , ϕk2l} is
a communicating one for (xˆ2(τm))m≥1. (Elements of different classes
are not communicate.) For each class, there exists a unique invariant
distribution which can be found by formulas (30)–(33).
Assume xˆ2(τ1) = ϕk0, k2j < k0 < k2j+1 for some j ∈ {1, . . . , l}.
(k2l+1 := k1). Define
α(k0) = Pϕk0{xˆ2(σϕ2j ∧ σϕ2j+1) = ϕ2j}.
Note that
Pϕk0
{σϕ2j ∧ σϕ2j+1 <∞) = 1.
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If 0 < pk < 1, k2j < k < 2j + 1, computations lead to the formula
α(k0) =
∑k2j+1
i=k0
q˜k2j+1·...·q˜i
p˜k2j+1·...·p˜i
1 +
∑k2j+1
i=k2j+1
q˜k2j+1·...·q˜i
p˜k2j+1·...·p˜i
.
If 0 ≤ pk < 1, k2j < k < k2j+1, and equality is reached, α(k0) = 1.
Similarly, if 0 < pk ≤ 1, k2j < k < k2j+1, and equality is reached,
α(k0) = 0.
If there exist i1, . . . , is, is+1, . . . , ir such that k2j < i1 < · · · < is <
k0 < is+1 < · · · < ir < k2j+1, pi1 = · · · = pis = 1, pis+1 = · · · = pr =
0. Then
α(k0) = Pϕk0{xˆ2(σϕs ∧ σϕs+1) = ϕs}.
4. The main result.
The behavior of the process (x(t))t≥0 is uniquely determined by that
of the process (xˆ(t))t≥0. As we know (see Remark 2) η =∞ a.s. So
x(t)→ 0 as t→ ζ− if and only if xˆ(t)→ +∞ as t→ +∞.
Let us obtain an estimate of the local time Lc˜kxˆ (t), k = 1, . . . , n.
Fix k ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Then the functional Lc˜kxˆ (t) increases at those and
only those intervals of time [τm, τm+1), m ≥ 1, for which xˆ(τm) ∈ c˜k.
Moreover,
Lc˜kxˆ (t) = L
ϕk
xˆ2
(t) =: lim
ε↓0
1
2ε
∫ t
0
1I[ϕk−ε,ϕk+ε](xˆ2(s))ds.
Let νk(t) be the number of such intervals on [0, t]. According to the
strong Law of large numbers
Lc˜kxˆ (t)
νk(t)
→ EϕkLϕkxˆ2 (σϕk−1 ∧ σϕk+1) as t→ +∞ a.s.
Fix ε > 0. Then there exists tk1(ω) > 0 such that for all t > tk1
the inequality
νk(t)Mk(1− ε) ≤ Lc˜kxˆ (t) ≤ νk(t)Mk(1 + ε) (34)
holds. Recall that Mk := EϕkL
ϕk
xˆ2
(σϕk−1 ∧ σϕk+1) and it is defined by
formula (22).
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Further, by the renewal theorem (cf. [6], Ch. XI),
Eνk(t)
t
→ Kpik as t→∞,
where K is some positive constant. Using the strong law of large
numbers we get
νk(t)
t
→ Kpik as t→∞ a.s.
Thus there exists tk2 ≥ tk1 such that for all t > tk2
Kpikt(1− ε) ≤ νk(t) ≤ Kpikt(1 + ε) a.s.. (35)
Finally from (34) and (35) we obtain the inequality
(1− ε)2KpiktMk ≤ Lc˜kxˆ (t) ≤
≤ (1 + ε)2KpiktMk, t > tk2, a.s.
(36)
We use the inequality (36) to get an estimation of the process
(xˆ1(t))t≥0.
Let
∑n
k=1 γkpikMk tan θk 6= 0. Integrating (19) over [0, t] and
applying (36) we come to the inequality
xˆ1(0) + wˆ1(t) +Kt
n∑
k=1
γk(1− εk)2pikMk tan θk ≤
≤ xˆ1(t) ≤
≤ xˆ1(0) + wˆ1(t) +Kt
n∑
k=1
γk(1 + εk)
2pikMk tan θk
(37)
valid for all t > t∗ = maxk=1,n{t12, . . . , tn2}, where
εk =
{
ε if γk tan θk > 0,
−ε if γk tan θk < 0.
So if
∑n
k=1 γkpikMk tan θk 6= 0 we can choose ε so small that the
expressions
n∑
k=1
γkpikMk tan θk,
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n∑
k=1
γk(1 + εk)
2pikMk tan θk,
and
n∑
k=1
γk(1− εk)2pikMk tan θk
have the same sign. By the low of iterated logarithm there exists
t∗ > 0 such that for all t > t∗ the inequality
|wˆ1(t)| ≤ (1 + ε)
√
2t ln ln t (38)
fulfilled. Combining (37) and (38) we see that
xˆ1(t)→ +∞ as t→ +∞ if
n∑
k=1
γkpikMk tan θk > 0
xˆ1(t)→ −∞ as t→ +∞ if
n∑
k=1
γkpikMk tan θk < 0.
Now we can return from the process (xˆ(t))t≥0 to (x(t))t≥0 making
the inverse change of time and doing the rotation of coordinate
system inverse to that defined by (7). Then we see that x(t) → 0,
as t → ζ−, if ∑nk=1(pk − qk)pik ξk−1ξkpkξk−1+qkξk tan θk > 0. In this case,
as a consequence of (37), there exist t0, K1, K2 > 0 such that for all
t > t0 the inequality xˆ1(t) > K1 +K2t holds true a.s. This implies
convergence of the integral
∫∞
0
e−2xˆ1(s)ds. Therefore, ζ < ∞ a.s.
Similarly, if
∑n
k=1(pk − qk)pik ξk−1ξkpkξk−1+qkξk tan θk < 0, then ζ = +∞
a.s. and x(t)→∞ as t→∞ a.s.
Let
∑n
k=1 γkpikMk tan θk = 0. Define
µ1 = inf{t ≥ 0 : xˆ(t) ∈ c˜1},
and, for j ≥ 2,
µj = inf{t > µ˜j−1 : xˆ(t) ∈ c˜1},
where
µ˜j = inf {t > µj : xˆ(t) ∈ {c˜n, c˜2}}
(see Fig. 3).
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Denote
ψj =
n∑
k=1
γk tan θk(L
c˜k
xˆ (µj+1)− Lc˜kxˆ (µj)), j ≥ 1.
It is easily seen that if
∑n
k=1 γkpikMk tan θk = 0 then Eψj = 0, j ≥ 1.
From (19) we get
xˆ1(µj) = xˆ1(µ1) +
j∑
l=1
(wˆ1(µl+1)− wˆ1(µl) + ψl) .
Note that χl = wˆ1(µl+1) − wˆ1(µl) + ψl, l ≥ 1, are independent
identically distributed random variables (i.i.d.r.v.), Eχl = 0, and all
the moments are finite. Then by law of iterated logarithm for sum
of i.i.d.r.v. (cf. [7]) we have
lim
j→∞
xˆ1(µj) = +∞, lim
j→∞
xˆ1(µj) = −∞ a.s.
It is easily seen that in this case the integral
∫∞
0
e−2xˆ1(s)ds diverges
a.s. Therefore ζ = +∞ a.s.
Recall that conventionally cnl+k = ck, ξnl+k = ξk and put addi-
tionally γnl+k = γk, pinl+k = pik, k = 1, . . . , n, l ∈ N.
Definition 1. We call ci0cj, 1 ≤ i < j, a characteristic wedge
if ϕi, ϕi+1, . . . , ϕj is a communicating class for the Markov chain
(xˆ2(τm))m≥1.
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Theorem 1. Let x(0) = x0, x0 6= 0. Then
1) Px0{ζ <∞}+ Px0{limt→+∞ |x(t)| =∞} = 1.
2) The probability Px0{ζ <∞} is equal to the probability of hitting
some characteristic wedge cj10cj2, 1 ≤ j1 < j2, for which
k=j2∑
k=j1
(pk − qk)pik ξk−1ξk
pkξk−1 + qkξk
tan θk > 0
where pik, j1 ≤ k ≤ j2, is defined in Section 3.
In particular, suppose 0 ≤ pk < 1 or 0 < pk ≤ 1, k = 1, . . . , n.
Then, if
∑n
k=1(pk − qk)pik ξk−1ξkpkξk−1+qkξk tan θk > 0, the process (x(t))t≥0
hits the origin a.s.; if
∑n
k=1(pk − qk)pik ξk−1ξkpkξk−1+qkξk tan θk < 0, the
process (x(t))t≥0 does not hit the origin a.s. and |x(t)| → ∞ as
t → +∞ a.s.; if ∑nk=1(pk − qk)pik ξk−1ξkpkξk−1+qkξk tan θk = 0 the process
does not hit the origin a.s. and limt→+∞ |x(t)| =∞ a.s.
Remark 4. It is not difficult to calculate that if 0 ≤ pk < 1, p1 · . . . ·
pn 6= q1 · . . . · qn, the process (x(t))t≥0 hits the origin if and only if
n∑
k=1
ξk
n∑
j=1
rk+1 · . . . · rk+j−1(rk+j − 1) tan θk+j > 0
where rj = pj/qj, j = 1, . . . , n.
5. Examples
Example 1. Let n = 1. This is a degenerate case in which the
process reaches the origin if and only if tan θ1 > 0, i.e. θ1 > 0.
Example 2. Let n = 2, ξ1 = ξ, 0 ≤ p1, p2 ≤ 1. Then pi1 = pi2 = 1/2
and the process hits the origin if and only if
(p1 − q1)(p2 − q2)ξ(tan θ1 − tan θ2)+
+ 2pi ((p1 − q1)q2 tan θ1 + (p2 − q2)p1 tan θ2) > 0.
Consider the particular case when p1 = 1, p2 = 0. Then the part of
the process in the interior of the wedge c10c2 is a Brownian motion
with instantaneous reflection at the boundary of the wedge (Fig.
4). Let the starting point x0 be inside the wedge and away from
the origin. In this case the process hits the origin if and only if
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tan θ1 − tan θ2 > 0, i.e. θ1 − θ2 > 0. Thus the result we obtained
coincides with that of [1].
Example 3. Let n = 3, 0 < pk ≤ 1 or 0 ≤ pk ≤ 1, k = 1, 2, 3. If
p1p2p3 6= q1q2q3, the invariant distribution has the form
pi1 =
q˜2 + p˜2p˜3
D
,
pi2 =
q˜3 + p˜1p˜3
D
,
pi3 =
q˜1 + p˜1p˜2
D
,
where D = q˜1+ q˜2+ q˜3+ p˜1p˜2+ p˜2p˜3+ p˜1p˜3. In this case the process
hits the origin if and only if
(p1 − q1) tan θ1(q2p3ξ2 + q2q3ξ3 + p2p3ξ1)+
+ (p2 − q2) tan θ2(p1q3ξ3 + q1q3ξ1 + p1p3ξ2)+
+ (p3 − q3) tan θ3(q1p2ξ1 + q1q2ξ2 + p1p2ξ3) > 0.
If p1p2p3 = q1q2q3 we get
pi1 =
q˜2q˜3
q˜2q˜3 + p˜1q˜3 + p˜1p˜2
,
pi2 =
p˜1q˜3
q˜2q˜3 + p˜1q˜3 + p˜1p˜2
,
pi3 =
p˜1p˜2
q˜2q˜3 + p˜1q˜3 + p˜1p˜2
and the process hits the origin if and only if
q2q3(p1 − q1) tan θ1 + p1q3(p2 − q2) tan θ2 + p1p2(p3 − q3) tan θ3 > 0.
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